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 ChoraI 0otes anb 1Remw

 BY W. MCNAUGHT

 To keep up a recurrent commentary on choral

 music in and around London is not an easy task.

 There is none of that steady flow of stimulating

 'copy' enjoyed by a writer on London's orchestral

 music, or chamber music, or opera. Even ex opera

 semper aliquid novi. Our source of excitement

 in choral matters during the last month or two

 (allowing for the fact that the Bach Choir and

 Philharmonic Choir have been snapped up by

 'London Concerts,' and that the Oriana concerts

 occurred too late) consists of one performance

 of the Mass in B minor, and one of 'The

 Dream of Gerontius,' works that ought to be taken

 for granted in a self-respecting choral existence. Of

 course the chief trouble of choral societies is

 finance, although most of the people taking part in a

 choral concert do so for nothing, and even pay a

 subscription for the privilege. But even if there came

 a wave of enthusiasm which brought in hundreds of

 singers and sight-readers clamouring for four

 rehearsals a week and new works to study, the

 expense of engaging a large orchestra would remain,

 as it is now, an obstacle of huge proportions.

 Present-day composers are much to blame, not only in

 the way they ignore the essentials of choral style, but

 in the persistent hankering after subsidiary orchestral

 effects. They must have tubas, cor anglais, bass

 clarinet, glockenspiel. and the like, and divide their

 strings into sixteen parts. There is a whole world of

 unwritten choral music-capable of plumbing any

 depths, and soaring to any heights-in which the

 chorus parts are chiefly diatonic, and the accompani-

 ment is for 'theatre' orchestra, or even for strings

 only. Considering how subtle and telling choral

 music can be without any accompaniment at all, it is

 rather surprising that composers, when they want

 instruments to join in, insist on having about sixty.

 But lest this ramble should contradict the plea that

 choral affairs offer no 'copy,' we must come back to

 our record. As suggested above, the season has been

 one of inspiriting activity, for it included a perform-

 ance of the Mass in B minor and one of 'The Dream

 of Gerontius.' The Mass was given at the Northern

 Polytechnic Hall on November 27 by the Alexandra

 Palace Choral and Orchestral Society under Mr. Allen

 Gill. This choir is in a peculiar position. Originally

 designed to fit the huge platform of the Palace, it can

 only accommodate itself to the next-best hall by a

 limitation of membership, and at every concert it

 views the sad spectacle of money being turned away

 at the doors. One is genuinely sorry for this plight

 of a Society to whose spirited work we owe so much.

 Even now it is unsurpassed in achievement and

 enterprise-with 'The Apostles' in its spring

 programme. Its singing in the choruses of the

 Mass needs no detailed description, being always

 weighty, buoyant in rhythm, resourceful in the long

 phrase and in climax. The Sanctus was given as if

 the choir came fresh to the task and not as if (as

 often happens) the Resurrexit and Confiteor had

 sapped the energy of the singers.

 No better choice than 'The Dream of Gerontius'

 could have been made for the revival of the London

 Choral Society, for it was to this body that London

 owed its first opportunity for hearing the work in 1904.

 The performance at Queen's Hall on December I

 under Mr. Arthur Fagge was more than creditable to

 a choir which, in everything that makes for cohesion

 and interpretative power, was newly-formed. The

 singers showed a good deal of the quality that used

 to carry the old London Choral Society through its

 ambitious tasks-a certain vivacity and directness, and

 a clear suggestion of good musicianship in the average.

 With Miss Olga Haley, Mr. John Adams, and Mr.

 Robert Radford as the solo-singers the performance

 was well worth hearing.

 Only one concert of the Royal Choral Society

 comes into this month's account, the annual festival

 of carols being too late for inclusion. The

 performance of 'Judas Maccabaeus' on November 27

 is said to have been well worthy of the traditions of

 the Society in its breadth and sonority, and great

 praise was given to the singing of ' Hail, Judea,' 'Ali,

 wretched Israel,' ' Sing unto God,' and other choruses.

 The solos were sung by Madame Elsa Stralia, Miss

 Margaret Balfour, Miss Millicent Russell, Mr.

 William Boland and Mr. Graham Smart, and Sir

 Frederick Bridge conducted.

 According to reliable information the performance of

 'King Olaf' given by the Ealing Philharmonic Society on

 November 27, was the highest achievement in the Society's

 record, the vitality and technical certainty of the

 singing being of a degree rarely obtained. Great credit for

 this advancing capacity of a local organization is due to the

 conductor, Mr. E. Victor Williams. The solo parts were

 taken by Miss May Kearney, Mr. Sidney Pointer, and

 Mr. Edward Dykes.

 The Ibis Musical Society, now in its second season, was

 heard at Queen's Hall, on November 26, in a capital

 performance of 'The Golden Legend,' preceded by

 the 'In Memoriam' Overture. The soloists were Miss

 Florence Mellors and Miss Gladys Palmer, and Messrs.

 John Adams, Esmond Bristol, and Edgar Archer. The

 orchestra and choir numbered about five hundred. Mr.

 Arthur Fagge conducted. This is an excellent example

 of business-house music-making, the performers being

 employees of the Prudential Assurance Company.

 Other London events that claim to be mentioned with

 approval are the performance of a selection from Purcell's

 'King Arthur' by the Westminster Choral Society, under

 Mr. Vincent Thomas, on November 30; of 'The Golden

 Legend' by the Dulwich Philharmonic Society at the Crystal

 Palace, on November 20, under Mr. Martin Kingslake;

 of 'Merrie England' by the Crystal Palace Choral and

 Orchestral Society on November 27, under Mr. Walter W.

 Hedgcock ; and the concert of the South West Choral

 Society under Mr. A. R. Saunders at Battersea Town Hall

 on December T, when the programme included 'A Tale of

 Old Japan,' 'Blest Pair of Sirens,' and Balfour Gardiner's

 'News from Whydah.'

 Ube ?finu iciallt e ' 1B0oKgbelt

 BY ' FESTE'

 The day of the lengthy review in a journal such as

 this is gone, at all events for a time. Among the

 volumes awaiting consideration are at least half a

 dozen that years ago, when books on music were

 few, would have called for and received at least a

 page. At present, with publishers falling over one

 another in their haste to meet the increased public

 interest in the art, only brief notice is possible.

 In the case of such a book as Mrs. Curwen's

 'Psychology applied to Music Teaching' (Curwen,

 S5s.), the only review thlat can do the work justice is one

 (Continued on #age 40,)
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 containing liberal quotations. As such a notice

 appeared in the December issue of our companion

 journal, the School Music Review, there is no need

 to do more in this place than to urge teachers to

 make an early acquaintance with the book. It deals

 with a subject of prime importance to all interested

 in educational. matters, and it has the great merit of

 being practical and clearly written. The latter point

 is worth special mention, because we know but tbo

 well the verbal and mental fog that usually results

 from an attempt to discuss such subjects as

 psychology.

 Musical historians are apt to regard the progress

 of the art as a single phenomenon, whereas it is but

 one of several that act and react on one another.

 To-day we see a good example in the obvious con-

 nection between certain developments in contemporary

 music, painting, and poetry. An American writer,

 Arthur Ware Locke, has dealt with an aspect of this

 relation of the arts ip his 'Music and the Romantic

 Movement in France' (Kegan Paul, 4s. 6d.), a

 thoughtful book that should be read by all interested

 in French literature and music.

 George Lowe's 'Josef Holbrooke and his Work'

 (Kegan Paul, 4s. 6d.) is a stout volume of over

 three hundred pages, with copious musical illustra-

 tions. One who writes of a living composer has a

 difficult task, for obvious reasons. Not only is the

 writer too near the music ; he is also too near the

 man. Mr. Lowe does not hesitate to express

 unfavourable opinions of some of Holbrooke's work,

 so his somewhat lavish praise carries the more

 weight. He deals with the whole of the composer's

 output in chronological order. The book is, more-

 over, an interesting record of a stormy and struggling

 career. If that career, so far as the composition side

 is concerned, has made a less emphatic mark than

 its early promise led us to expect, the reason is

 perhaps to be found in Holbrooke's fecundity. It is

 a great thing to be able to compose easily, but it is

 an even greater thing to be able to screw oneself up

 to burn a good half of the result. One feels inclined

 to dispute some of Mr. Lowe's conclusions. For

 example, speaking of Holbrooke's position as a

 chamber music composer, he tells us that only Elgar,

 Ireland, Cyril Scott, and the late W. Y. Hurlstone

 'come into any sort of serious competition' with

 Holbrooke. And his defence, on the same page, of

 the classical form in chamber music, with its separate

 movements and full closes, is far from convincing.

 By the by, bearing in mind Holbrooke's battles on

 behalf of British music-perhaps I had better say

 British composers-it is odd that he seems to see no

 virtue in the language of his own country. His

 use of such titles as 'Zuneigung,' 'Werzwuflung,'

 'Wunderlicher Einfall,' with countless other un-

 necessary excursions into foreign dictionaries, strikes

 me as a form of snobbishness that I thought had

 begun to die out since the days of Mr. Foley and

 Signor Foli. It is true that some of these works were

 published abroad, but that does not entirely explain the

 habit. Foreigners who publish their works in England

 do not throw their own tongue overboard. Mr. Lowe

 would have irimproved his book if he had spent more

 time over the proof sheets, and, while removing some

 obvious slips, he would have done well to have

 scrapped nine-tenths of his italics and notes of

 exclamation. The volume is a useful compilation

 rather than a good piece of literature.

 As we have some fine modern books on Bach, it

 seems at first sight that a new translation of Forkel's

 work is unnecessary. Alone, perhaps, we could well

 do without it, though it has all the interest attaching

 to the first critical appreciation of Bach, and one

 written moreover when the old man's fame seemed

 to have dimmed for ever. But the new translator,

 Prof. Sanford Terry, has added appendices that

 altogether more than double the size of the original,

 so that Forkel has ceased to be a merely interesting

 survival and has become a necessity (Constable, 2 is.).

 The first translation-often ascribed to Samuel Wesley,

 but really the work of a banker-was notoriously

 defective. Prof. Terry, in his Preface, says it is

 impossible to identify this Bachian banker with

 certainty. I understand, however, that he has since

 done so, and that a letter on the subject appears in

 this issue of the Musical Times. Prof. Terry not

 only retranslates Forkel, but helps him out by

 copious footnotes. The appendices consist of a

 chronological catalogue of Bach's works, a chapter

 on the Church Cantatas with a table giving dates

 and other particulars, a detailed list of the

 Bachgesellschaft editions, a bibliography, a collation

 of the Novello and Peters editions of the Organ

 works, and a genealogy of the Bach family-

 altogether well over a hundred pages of valuable

 information. There are also some admirable

 reproductions of photographs-Bach's home at

 Eisenach, the statue at that place, the ditto at

 Leipsic, the Church and School of St. Thomas at

 Leipsic, &c. Little did Forkel guess that his modest

 book was to be thus handsomely revived a cehtury

 after his death.

 The second of the series of Church Music

 Monographs issued by the Faith Press (4s. 6d.)

 is 'The Church Organ: an Introduction to the

 Study of Modern Organ-building,' by the Rev.

 Noel A. Bonavia Hunt. The author is so well-known

 as an expert on this complicated subject that his

 latest work needs no more than bare mention. Some

 excellent illustrations by Mr. J. H. T. Burrell are a

 valuable aid to the text.

 I do not know why the Musical Times has

 been favoured with a review copy of the Annual

 Report of the Smithsonian Institution (Washington;

 Government Printing Office). In its seven hundred

 pages there is no article on music. However, I

 return thanks heartily, for its hundreds of beautifully

 reproduced photographs are a delight. Readers who

 are interested in such subjects as Catalepsy in

 Phasmidae, Bird Rookeries of the Tortugas, Ojibway

 Habitations, Ancient Human Remains in Florida,

 and the Formation of Coral Reefs, will find the

 Report a handy little book to have about the house.

 Gramopbone 1Rotes

 BY 'Discus'

 The Editor has handed me some interesting

 correspondence from readers who welcome the

 prospect of a monthly review of gramophone

 records. One of the writers touches on a point

 of importance. He warns me in a friendly way

 that what gramophone users require is candid

 information as to what records are satisfactory

 from a musical point of view. He says:
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